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ABSTRACT 
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The field of Video Transcoding has been evolving throughout the past ten years. 

The need for transcoding of video files has greatly increased because of the new 

upcoming standards which are incompatible with old ones.  This thesis takes the method 

of using machine learning for video transcoding mode decisions and discusses ways to 

improve the process of generating the algorithm for implementation in different video 

transcoders.  The transcoding methods used decrease the complexity in the mode decision 

inside the video encoder. Also methods which automate  and improve results are 

discussed and implemented in two different sets of transcoders: H.263 to VP6 , and 

MPEG-2 to H.264. Both of these transcoders have shown a complexity loss of almost 

50%.  Video transcoding is important because the quantity of video standards have been 

increasing while devices usually can only decode one specific codec. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview and Motivation 

Video Transcoding is key in the current technology age. Currently there are over a 

hundred different video standards which follow different compression techniques and bit 

stream patterns. One of the biggest video encoding/decoding open source project, ffmpeg, 

has eighty-eight video standards listed ,but many new ones are made and developed 

yearly. Also some standards are proprietary and do not have open standards, for example: 

VP6.  The current problem is mobile devices have limited amount of resources to support  

all the video standards so usually only one is implemented. 

1.2 Video Standards 

 This thesis presents two low complexity transcoders: H.263 to VP6 and MPEG-2 

to H.264.  A brief overview of these video coding standards is presented in this section. 

1.2.1 H.263 

H.263 is a video coding standard developed under the auspice of the ITU. The 

standard was developed targeting low bitrates video applications in telecommunications. 

A brief overview of H.263 baseline profile follows. H.263 is a hybrid video coding 

format similar to the MPEG video codecs. Video frames are encoded as a set of macro 

blocks that represent a non-overlapping 16x16 region of the frame. A video frame can be 

encoded as Intra (I) or Inter (P) frame. Motion compensation is performed on per macro 
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block basis and each MB can have either 1 or 4 motion vectors (MV). The motion 

compensated differences are transformed with DCT and the coefficients are coded with 

variable length codes. The baseline profile of H.263 with Annex-D, unrestricted motion 

vector mode, and Annex-F, Advanced prediction mode, is used as the input to the 

transcoder. 

1.2.2 VP6 standard codec 

This section provides a brief overview of VP6 with emphasis on the features that 

are relevant to the proposed transcoding algorithms. VP6 is also a hybrid codec that uses 

motion compensated transform coding at its core. The codec has Intra and Inter pictures 

similar to MPEG video codecs. Intra pictures are coded independent of other coded 

pictures and Inter pictures use previously coded pictures for prediction. Motion 

compensation supports 16x16 and 8x8 blocks similar to H.263 but the Inter 8x8 macro 

blocks can have mixed blocks; i.e., one or more 8x8 blocks can be coded in Intra mode 

without using any prediction. The Inter MBs in VP6 can be coded using 9 different 

modes. The modes are characterized by the number of motion vectors (1 vs. 4), reference 

frame used, whether motion vectors are coded. Where motion vectors are not coded, the 

motion vectors are predicted from previously decoded MBs. The VP6 codec uses 8x8 

DCT for transform coding and de-blocking filter is applied at the block boundaries.  

1.2.3 MPEG-2 standard codec  

MPEG-2 is a video coding standard developed under the auspice of the MPEG ( 

Motion Picture Experts Group). This standard was chosen format for DVD and one of the 

standards available for Blu-ray. The motion and intra block complexity of MPEG-2 is 

much smaller than H.264. It only allows a 16x16 motion for progressive frames. I, P , and 
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B frames are supported ,but multiple reference frames is not supported. The B frame 

motion prediction can work in forward, backward or both with interpolation. Also 

macroblocks can be coded with motion vectors without a residue. This assists in the 

speed of decoding by not needing the DCT to be done.  

1.2.4 H.264 standard codec 

H.264  is a video coding standard developed under the auspice of the ITU. This is 

also an coloration between ITU and MPEG committees. Another name for this standard 

is MPEG-4 part 10.  This standard is the newest and currently the most popular standard. 

H.264 baseline profile is supported on many different mobile devices while H.264 

advance profiles can be used to encode various high definition videos. This versatility is 

important in a video standard. H.264 just recently has been added as a supported codec 

for Adobe Flash Player. This gives the ability for H.264 to be played efficiently on 

virtually any web browser. As all the other video standards reviewed in this paper, H.264 

separates a frame in 16x16 non-overlapping macroblocks. Also Intra motion prediction is 

able to be used. Since this thesis is not based off speeding up of this, it will not be 

discussed in great detail. The Inter blocks can have many different size blocks for 

encoding. Figure 1 and 2 demonstrate the different sizes available to H.264.  If 8x8 is 

chosen, it has the ability to code down to a 4x4 macroblock level.  These sub-blocks can 

be coded as skip, intra or with a motion vector. For B frames, the encoder will usually be 

stopped at the 8x8 level because of complexity issues.  
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Figure 1 Macroblock partitions: 16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8 
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Figure 2 Sub-macroblock partitions: 8x8, 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4. 

1.2.5 Comparison of Video Standards 

H.263 and VP6 have many similarities and some key differences. Table 1 

demonstrates these differences.  The main differences are the Transform and Motion 

Vector resolution. The transform is changed to a interger DCT which means the DCT 

transformation will have different results in VP6 and H.263. The interger DCT is used for 

H.264 and newer video standards because of the lack of speed of float math. Also the 

Motion Vector resolution is different, and this causes the motion vectors to not be able to 

be copied over directly. VP6 does also have the ability to use reference frames or “golden 

frames”. This is the process of saving a frame to a buffer and allowing it to become an 

additional reference. The H.263 annexes which were used did not allow additional 

reference frames. 

MPEG-2 and H.264 have much more differences than the H.263 and VP6 codecs. 

The biggest difference which was implemented was a GOP change. GOP is a group of 

pictures or frames. The H.264 was encoded using no B frames which MPEG-2 had both 

B and P frames. Also the H.264 has many more blocksizes in comparison. MPEG-2 uses 

only a 16x16 block size while H.264 can go down to a 4x4 block size. Also H.264 has a 

different DCT function and include a new deblocking filter. Table 2 shows the 

differences. 
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This is a key transformation. The MPEG-2 standard is the oldest of the commonly 

used codecs used widely today. MPEG-2 is used from transmitting video for digital 

television over radio signals to playing DVD video. The H.264 is used from video iPod® 

to the new Bluray DVDs. Being able to exploit the H.264 conversion will both assist in 

compressing the video and availability of the video on many more devices.  

Table 1 H.263 Vs VP6 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Table 2 MPEG-2 vs. H.264 

  

 

Feature H.263 Baseline VP6 

Picture type I, P I, P 

Transform size 8x8 8x8 

Transform DCT Integer DCT 

Intra prediction None None 

Motion comp. 16x16, 8x8 16x16, 8x8 

Total MB modes 4 10 

Motion vectors ½ pixel ¼ pixel 

Deblocking filter None Yes 

Reference frames 1 Max 2 

Feature MPEG-2 H.264 

Picture type I, P,B 
I, P,B (B was not used in the 

experiements) 

Transform size 8x8  4x4, or 8x8 

Transform DCT Integer DCT 

Intra prediction None Yes, 16x16 and 4x4 motion 

Motion comp. 16x16 
16x16, 16x8, 

8x16,8x8,4x8,8x4,4x4 

Total MB modes 
5 (for P) 

8 (for B) 

8 for Inter blocks and 14 for 

Intra blocks  with different 

combinations 

Motion vectors ½ pixel ¼ pixel 

Deblocking filter None Yes 

Reference frames 1 for P and 2 for B 
Max 16 (for our experiments 1 

was used) 
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1.4 Design of a Video Decoder 
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Figure 3 Decoder Block Diagram 

 

Figure 3 demonstrates the structure of a video decoder.  Most decoders follow a 

strict standard which is standardized by a committee and approved by fellow researchers. 

Other decoders follow standards which are closed and confidential. The decoder is the 

part of the video standards which implementation is mostly the same across 

implementations done by many different companies. This is because a video decoder 

most be able to accept a standardized bitstream and output the same between all 

implementations. The encoder can take an input of a video stream. This states that the 

decoder must be able to decode all video bitstreams which follow a certain standard. This 

standard could either be open or closed. If the standard is closed, the decoder must be 

made by the manufacture of the given standard or reversed engineered by hackers.  A 

given decoder is not usually much different than other decoders of the same standard 

because of the strict standard of a given bitstream.  
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1.5 Design of a Video Encoder 
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Figure 4 Encoder Block Diagram For H.264 Encoder. 

 

The implementation of an encoder is much different than the implementation of a 

decoder. This is because the output of the encoder does not have to be the same for all the 

implementations of the encoder for a standard. Figure 4 shows the H.264 encoder. The 

video encoder implementation is not standardized and implementations are free to make 

short cuts and optimizations as long as it produces a bitstream which follows a given 

video standard. For H.264, the video encoder can be complex ,and depending on the 

implementation is the quality and complexity. Moscow State University has done for the 

past years a competition between the top implementations of the H.264 codec 

standard.[15] The winner of the competition is difficult to choose with all the different 

variables which the encoder takes in. Actually detecting the performance of an encoder is 

much more difficult that it seems. The question is how to ratio the quality ,bitrate and 

time complexity. These are all factors in video compression. 
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1.6 Basic Video Transcoding Techniques 

Many different strategies have been put into place for making video transcoding 

more efficient and quicker.  This field has been very active because the expansion of 

many different techniques in video compression. Video compression is still a new 

developing field which causes many different formats which have different bitstream and 

compression. In 1982, one of the first video standards ,H-120, was standardized by ITU-

T. [http://myhome.hanafos.com/~soonjp/vchx.html]. This was a standard used for basic 

video transmission.  It was preceded by H.261 and MPEG-1 which were standardized by 

two different groups. This caused differences in the  structure of the bitstream of these 

videos. Many different open and closed standards begun to form after these standards and 

most standards were not compatible with the others. There are two different domains 

which one can do video transcoding: Transform Domain or Pixel Domain. The transform 

domain means that one does not do the DCT function on the residue ,but does the 

conversion of formats without decompressing the residue. This has a low complexity ,but 

it is very difficult to retain a good bitrate and quality. The pixel domain means that the 

DCT function is done and the full pixel data is available to encoder. This has an 

additional decoder complexity compared to the transform domain. This techniques will 

have more complexity compared to the transform domain ,but the quality and bitrate will 

be much closer to the baseline transcoder.  

1.3.1 Video Transcoding in the Transform Domain 

 The main technique used is converting the DCT coefficients from one format to 

another format. Most of the standards use slightly different DCT functions for 

compressing the residue and intra data. A slight change in this important function can 
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make the image to be decompressed much differently. Many of the earlier standards used 

a floating point function, but were found that the accuracy of the function was not as 

important as the speed of it. The floating point calculations are much slower than integers 

calculations on any system. The clock cycles, which it takes for a floating point 

calculation, are easily twenty times longer an integer counterpart.  These DCT blocks can 

be done 16 times for each 16x16 macroblock in H.264 encoding and decoding.  Work has 

been done to convert MPEG-2 intra frames to H.264 intra frames.[4] This work 

demonstrates the ability to convert MPEG-2 intra macroblocks which have no motion to 

H.264 intra blocks with motion. The time saving for this process was all shown on I-

frames which is the process of using no reference frames. Intra coding for H.264 has 

many more options than its MPEG-2 counterpart which optimization using techniques 

can assist with complexity loss. More work has begun to implement transform domain 

transcoding for P and B frames. [5]  

1.3.2 Video Transcoding in the Pixel Domain 

1.3.2.1 Motion Vector Reuse 

For video transcoding, a process called Motion Vector Refinement has become 

standard in transcoding between standards. Motion vector refinement process consists in 

searching close to the end point of the motion vector incoming from the decoder stage. 

The mathematical foundations of this approach were presented in [6].  Figure 3 

demonstrates the ability for a motion vector to be found in a refinement window. The 

window is required when changing resolution of the motion vector for example H.263 

and VP6. H.263 has a ½ pixel resolution while VP6 has a ¼
 
pixel resolution.  The 

problems with this are that the complexity of actually doing this can be increase if there is 
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a change in GOP (group of pictures) between encoder and decoder. If a GOP change has 

occurred, the re-use of the decoder’s motion will have to be changed by a time variable. 

[7]. this made the ability of this being implementing in the IPP MPEG-2 to H.264 much 

more difficult. Going from B motion vectors to P motion vectors can cause much 

difficulty and stress on the quality loss.  

Original 

Motion Vector 

Refined 

Motion Vector 

A 

B 

 

Figure 5 Motion Vector refinement on 3x3 Window 

1.3.2.2 Mode Decisions based off decoded block data. 

The ability to be able to look at previous residue and motion data can be 

assistance to speeding up the video encoding process. Mode decision of process of an 

encoder is the area where a large amount of the complexity is held. Reducing the process 

will have a great effect on the total complexity of the encoder. The two main techniques 

are looking at the residue data as in [8] and looking at the motion vector data as in [7]. 

The best example of showing the correlation of residue data and mode decisions is 

featured in figure 6. [8] This demonstrates the ability of a machine learning algorithm to 

produce an accurate representation of H.264 modes from the residue information (the 

difference between current and motion compensated block).  
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Figure 6 MPEG-2 modes against average residue [8] 

The next method uses the motion vectors of the surrounding block to generate the 

block size of a given block. This uses the idea that the movement of the surrounding 

blocks can give information of how the pixels inside the macroblock should be chosen. 

Then the method uses a weighted motion vector formula to generated predicted motion 

vectors for those block sizes. In Figure 7[7], the motion vectors for an 8x8 blocks are 

generated by weighted averages.  The weight is generated by the difference between the 

middle point of the 8x8 block and the middle of the 16x16 block. Then these averages are 

normalized, and applied to generate a motion vector for these 8x8 blocks. After review of 

seeing surrounding motion vector effects on mode decision, the motion vector distances 

were added to the machine learning algorithm. 
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Figure 7 8x8 separation using motion vectors surrounding for weighted average [7] 

1.7 Transcoding Complexity 

The complexity of transcoding is a double-edged sword. The complexity of the 

transcoder is directly affected by the encoder and decoder. Also additional complexity is 

added to connect the transcoder together. Sometimes the connection is not implemented 

in research environments so instead of changing code the input is changed. This can 

cause problems in comparing a transcoder which is connected. Overall, the complexity 

can easily described in Equation 1.  

Equation 1 

 

Equation 2 

 

B is described as the complexity of connection of the transcoder. All transcoders 

have a B which adds complexity by just connecting them. The transcoders presented in 

this thesis follow Equation 2.  The R is the re-use of data to lower the complexity of the 

Encoder, and C is the complexity added by collecting dataMachine learning has been 

demonstrated through the past years to have a significant effect on video transcoding time 

[1][2] . This thesis will describe new techniques which were developed to improve the 

efficiency of the machine learning and transcoding process. Also the research which has 

been done to make the development of these platforms easier for the researcher and 

overall user of such systems is described in detail with instructions for these users.  These 
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platforms can be exploited by people who do not usually deal with video encoding so that 

ideas and concepts from those fields can be introduced. Currently the approaches made 

by other researchers and me are very native in comparison to the current technology 

which is available in the data mining world. For example, all our techniques use J4.8 [3] 

which is based on C4.5 which was first developed in 1992 (over fifteen years before this 

thesis was written). Again going to a more complex data mining techniques may increase 

the complexity of our solution. Low complexity is needed for video transcoding and 

encoding, and systems like neural networks and most probabilistic models are too 

complex for achieving speed gains in a video encoder. In this thesis, the topic of 

implementing the J4.8 algorithm is discussed also different methods are discovered to 

increase accuracy without decreasing the performance dramatically. These methods have 

many differences towards the methods implemented in [2]. The techniques involved were 

heavily tested on many sequences and also with different outside variables which effects 

video quality (bitrate, and search algorithms used).   

1.7 Thesis Organization 

The thesis has been structured as follows:  

Chapter 1. Introduction to the problem domain, motivation, and overview of basic 

transcoding techniques. 

Chapter 2. Tools 

Chapter 3. H.263 to VP6 transcoding is discussed in detail including results 

Chapter4. MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoding is discussed in detail including results 

Chapter 5. Conclusions and future work in the transcoding area 
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CHAPTER 2. TOOLS 

For any big project, the tools used for implementation and testing are very 

important. The key is being versatile because finding the perfect tool for a project always 

causes one to weak the project to conform with the tool. If I could not a find a tool which 

could match with my needs, I ended up writing my own tools. These tools were heavily 

customized for my use, and not heavily tested because of personal use. When a problem 

with it arises, I would be able to debug and fix it currently. Other tools which are used are 

described in this chapter. This chapter is organized as the tools which I designed are first 

then I describe other tools which were used.  

2.1. Weka Tree Assistant 

The program which is used for machine learning is called weka. Its 

implementation is done in java and has a clean user interface for machine learning work. 

The output of the J4.8 trees which we use looks like: 

absmean4x4[12] <= 22 

|   variance16x16 <= 0 

|   |   mean4x4[4] <= -1: 7 (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   mean4x4[4] > -1 

|   |   |   mean4x4[8] <= -1: 7 (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   mean4x4[8] > -1 

|    Mpeg2mode <= 1 

... 

This output is parsed to produce if else trees. For example this one will turn into:  

 

if(absmean4x4[12] <= 22) 

{ 
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 if(variance16x16 <= 0) 

 { 

  if(mean4x4[4] <= -1) 

  { 

   return 7; // (3.0/1.0) 

  }else if( mean4x4[4] > -1) 

  { 

   if(mean4x4[8] <= -1) 

   {  

    return 7; // (3.0/1.0) 

   }else if(mean4x4[8] > -1) 

   { 

    return 1; // (3.0/1.0) 

   } 

  } 

  } 

}else if(Mpeg2mode <= 1) 

 { 

 

This program would have been easy if the brackets would not have to be there. It 

could be done by almost just a replace and find. In gcc complier, it does not enjoy if else 

statements without brackets and also brackets gave the opportunity for better looking 

code. This code gave us the ability of changing the output of weka into C code. Previous 

students did this by hand and it was tedious and error prone.   

This was the first version of the program. Like any small project, it evolves as the 

main project gets farther along.  The next problem which was run into was weka’s slow 

times for generating the confusion table and accuracy data of a tree against a big test set. 

Also weka’s memory management was done that a 100 megabyte input file takes 500 

megabytes of ram. This is a big memory allocation and moving which can cause 

problems on older machines. The solution was taking the printing program and turning it 

into actually evaluating the trees.  The data structure of the tree was an easy 

implementation. Each statement had pointers to the next set of statements which were 

under it and also the pointer to the parent statement. Then it uses a recursive function to 
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traverse thru the tree depth first. This implementation allows a quick exit on discovery of 

the proper return. The next step was converting the data files into variables. I parsed the 

data before for when I ran simulations only use certain variables for the trees to train 

with. The process was using a map of vectors of strings for the values. I then changed it 

to a vector of doubles for comparison.  Then the program would go through the vector of 

doubles into the tree and make the confusion matrix and accuracy numbers. This program 

validates the trees easily 4 times quicker than weka could do it. Also the memory 

management was much better than the java made weka. Java is nice for writing programs 

quickly, but usually is slow at runtime.  The testing of a large set of J4.8 any speed up can 

cut the time in days. Also testing these methods against a large training set will take care 

of the over fitting trees.   

Wekatree.exe accepts options from command line in the form of a number. 

Table 3 Wekatree.exe Options 

Number Option 

0 Does options 1-5 automatically 

1 
Splits the .arff files into files with currently 50, 100,500, and 

1000 cases. 

2 
Tests all the .txt files which contain the weka data in the folder 

called trees in the current directory with all the .arff files which 

are in the current directory. 

3 
Combines all the .csv files in current directory and gives a 

result.csv file. 

4 
This option needs an additional option: the .txt file of the tree so 

it will output the tree in C++ form. 

5 This will split the .arff files by Mpeg2mode 

6 This will split the arff files uniformly by groups.  
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2.2 Graph Assistant 

 With the massive amount of data that was collected thru simulations, visualize 

this data was an enormous task. After the work with the H.263 to VP6 transcoder was 

finished, simulations were run where we had twenty or more sequences which were 

transcoded using the different methods which were implemented during the project. 

Making graphs in excel is time consuming for getting correct settings and such. This 

program would take an input of a text file which had the settings in plain text and the csv 

file.  

2.3 Weka 

 WEKA ( Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is a tool developed by 

University of Waikato and is one of the more user friendly machine learning and data 

mining tool in the field. The use of the tool is pretty much straightforward. The program 

takes .arff files as input. These files have a header which consists of the name of the 

relation, and the name of the variables including the type of variable (numeric or array of 

items). Comments can be made by putting a ‘%’ first in a line. The relation goes first 

with “@RELATION” then a space and the relation name. Next are the attributes or 

variable names and types. These are defined as “@ATTRIBUTE “ then a space and name 

another space and either a array define like in c “{value1,value2,…}” or the word 

“NUMERIC”. The class or the last variable must be an array for J4.8 trees Then the 

training can be done using various methods which were implemented by machine 

learning and data mining researchers. These methods will output the confusion matrix 

and accuracy figures. Most of the methods are implemented so one could use the output 

to implement the algorithm from that information. The J4.8 outputs trees like: 
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absmean4x4[12] <= 22 

|   variance16x16 <= 0 

|   |   mean4x4[4] <= -1: 7 (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   mean4x4[4] > -1 

|   |   |   mean4x4[8] <= -1: 7 (3.0/1.0) 

|   |   |   mean4x4[8] > -1 

|    Mpeg2mode <= 1 

... 

And this can be easily converted to a if-else tree structure. Other algorithms like 

random forest or random walk will just output the confusion matrix from the algorithm 

with no information for actual implementation of the feature. This program assisted in 

making the data mining steps easier for us. Without it, one of us would have to 

implement the data mining algorithms on our own ,and would have caused our work to 

not be done quickly. When one is weak in a field for example data mining, it is good to 

use tools which may not be the most efficient but the most user friendly. 

3.4 Visual Studios 

 Microsoft designed a complier and programming development platform called 

Visual Studios. This program assists in the daily programming needs. It complies and 

allows line by line debugging. Having the ability to jump through and analysing a large 

code base is very important. For example,  the Intel IPP code for the video encoder was 

over 10,000 lines of code and had over 100 different files. With the visual studios, one 

could set break points and also step line by line throughout that code. Doing this feat on a 

unix based debugger would be a small miracle. This caused Visual Studios to be 

important in my work. I would like to thank Microsoft for making it. 

2.5 Intel Ipp Transcoder 

 This Transcoder was built by Intel IPP’s team to promote the IPP library to 

developers of video applications. It is a sample from Intel and some features are not 
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implemented. The bit-rate control is not the most efficient ,but the speed and quality is 

comparable with most of the industry encoders. It has more than ten different video 

standards ranging from Motion JPEG to VC-1. This allows one to transcode from most of 

the popular formats to any of the other formats. It also handles audio and muxing of 

audio and video streams. It also is easily complied in the Visual Studios complier and this 

is the chosen development platform of many video researchers. In the industry, many of 

the development platforms for video is linux based off the gcc complier. The gcc 

complier in some cases can compile code more optimized than the visual studios 

counterpart.  
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CHAPTER 3. H.263 TO VP6 TRANSCODING 

3.1 Transcoding H.263 to VP6 

The similarities and differences between H.263 and VP6 provide opportunities for 

reusing H.263 MB coding mode details for reducing the transcoder complexity. The fact 

that both H.263 and VP6 support 1 MV and 4 MV modes means that motion vectors can 

be reused to some extent. However, the fact that VP6 supports large number of MB 

modes compared to H.263 means that the H.263 MB mode and motion vectors cannot be 

used directly. The differences in the codecs mean that an Inter 16x16 MB in H.263 is not 

necessarily coded as an Inter 16x16 MB. Table 2 shows the typical example of MB 

coding modes when encoding H.263 decoder output using VP6. For this example, a 

Foreman video sequence at 352x288 resolution and 297 frames is encoded using H.263 at 

384 Kbps and then transcoded to VP6 using full re-encoding at 291 Kbps. The full details 

of VP6 modes are not given here due to space considerations. In brief, Nearest and Near 

MB modes do not code motion vectors and derive their MVs from previously coded 

MBs; Golden frames are long term reference frames, and Inter 0,0 forces the use of a 0,0 

motion vector. Each row corresponds to a H.263 MB coding mode and the columns give 

the VP6 mode used to code those MBs. For example, of all the MBs that are coded as 

Inter 4V in H.263, 3% were coded as Inter0,0 mode, 1% coded as Intra, 30% coded as 

Inter+MV, 11% nearest, 7% near, and 47% are coded as Inter 4V MBs. Thus, if an Inter 
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4V MB in H.263 is mapped to Inter 4V in VP6, it is likely to map correctly only in 50% 

of the cases. Thus direct mode mapping will lead to poor results and more efficient 

algorithms are necessary.  

Table 4 MB Mode Mapping for Foreman Sequence (CIF, 297 frames) in H.263 to VP6 Transcoding 

 

 

 

Based on these observations, we have developed transcoding algorithms that 

reuse H.263 motion vectors and reduce the search space in VP6 based on H.263 MB 

modes and motion vectors. As discussed, the simple mode mapping of Intra to Intra, Inter 

4V to Inter 4V etc. will lead to poor RD performance due to a large mismatch in MB 

coding modes. From table 4, we can also see patterns that allow us to restrict which 

modes are evaluated for a given H.263 modes. Near and Nearest are computationally 

inexpensive to evaluate and are allowed in all cases. Inter 4V, on the other hand, takes 

significant computation and is evaluated only when input MB is also in the Inter 4V 

mode. The transcoding algorithms thus reduce the complexity by placing constraints on 

MB modes evaluated and further reduce the complexity by using: 1) Dynamic search 

range and 2) Dynamic search window.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inter 0,0 Intra

Inter+ 

MV Nearest Near Golden

Golden 

MV Inter 4V

Golden 

Nearest

Golden 

Near

Inter 17% 0% 21% 38% 21% 0% 1% 2% 0% 0%

Inter 4V 3% 1% 30% 11% 7% 1% 1% 47% 0% 0%

Intra 11% 33% 4% 9% 4% 11% 3% 19% 4% 2%

Skipped 60% 0% 0% 31% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Figure 8 Motion Search Techniques 

 

All the results reported in this paper use the TMN 3.2 H.263 encoder from 

University of British Columbia which is based on Telenor's H.263 implementation. The 

input video is coded at 384 Kbps in baseline profile with advanced motion options and 

one I frame (first frame). A decoder based on the same H.263 implementation is used in 

the decoding stage of the transcoder. The VP6 encoding stage is based on the optimized 

VP6 encoder software provided by ON2 Technologies. The VP6 video is encoded with I 

frame frequency of 120 and at multiple bitrates to assess the RD performance of the 

transcoder. The results are compared with the baseline transcoder that performs full 

encoding in the VP6 stage.  

3.2 Complexity Reduction Using Dynamic Search Range 

The dynamic search range approach sets the search range used for motion 

estimation for each MB. Typically this range is fixed through out the encoding process 

and is set to 15 in the experiments. With the knowledge of motion vectors in H.263, the 

search range no longer has to be fixed. The search range is changed based on the 

maximum motion vector component for the current MB. Figure 8 shows the dynamic 

search range selection based on H.263 motion vectors. The RD performance of the 

proposed method is compared to the baseline transcoder in Figure 10. The results for 
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three of the sequences evaluated are show and the performance of the proposed algorithm 

closely tracks the RD performance of the baseline transcoder. The PSNR drop is higher 

for the Stefan sequence because of large motion in the sequence. 

3.3 Complexity Reduction Using Dynamic Search Window 

Using a dynamic refinement window further reduces the complexity by reusing 

the H.263 motion vectors. Unlike the dynamic search range method where window 

location is fixed and the window size or search range is varied, the dynamic search 

window approach uses the H.263 motion vectors to determine the position of the fixed 

sized window. Window sizes of 1x1 and 3x3 are evaluated. This approach reduces the 

complexity more than the dynamic range approach due to an even smaller search space. 

This reduction in complexity comes at a slight increase in PSNR loss. Figure 2 shows the 

dynamic window derived based on the H.263 motion vectors of a MB. Figure 4 shows a 

RD plot comparing the dynamic window approach to the baseline approach. The 

performance of 3x3 and 1x1 windows is very close and 1x1 window can be used without 

significantly affecting the RD performance.  

The first step was to choose an h.263 decoder to implement data collection in 

h.263 streams. We have chosen the tmn implementation of  the decoder. This 

implementation was made for research purposes. We ported this implementation into VS 

.Net for accessibility in connecting the h.263 decoder to the VP6 encoder. This step was 

important since collecting data accurately is critical in machine learning and 

implementation. Many checks were made to check that the data is being collected 

correctly and quickly. 
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The next step was to put hooks inside the VP6 encoder which we have received 

from ON2 technologies. This process was assisted by sample code which they have 

included within their encoder/decoder package. The ability to change bitrates, mode and 

transcoder options by command line was implemented. This property gave the ability to 

run many simulations without re-compiling the code. 

First experiment which was run was to check how well direct mode/motion vector 

mapping did. This showed many issues with how VP6 uses statistics to throw golden 

frames and other statistics which needed to be kept as close to the same as possible. It 

became obvious that removal of this statistical collection would be difficult and cause 

long term problems. This demonstrated a problem which has to be carefully considered 

when implementing future mode and motion vector mapping. The graph of the first 

results is represented in figure 1. These results are not good because of several problems 

in avoiding statistic grabbing and mismatching of modes because this vp6 encoder 

encodes the frames flipped upside down. Also the resolution of the motion vectors are 

different between h.263 and vp6. H.263 uses half pixel motion while vp6 uses quarter. 
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Figure 9 First H.263 to VP6 results 
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 These results showed that direct mapping modes and motion vectors would not be 

a correct method in transcoding these codecs. The direct mode mapping cuts out data 

collection done by the encoder to make various bitrates and golden frame decisions.  

 The process of implementing a proper way to map the modes and motion vectors 

began to form. This mapping had to be done at a higher level so the vp6 encoder does not 

cause a bitrates difference. First step of this process was to just set one mode at a time. 

For example, setting skipped h.263 macroblocks to Inter 0,0 in vp6. This test 

demonstrated that modes can be mapped but need to be done without messing with the 

statistics collected. The next modes came easily after this was setup. After setting the 

modes, the motion vectors had to be refined. The motion vectors were set after a  1 pixel 

search around the h.263 motion vector. Also the 4 MVmode was set to only be on when 

the h.263 mode was also 4 MV.  This helped with timing but caused a drop in psnr. Also 

the simple step search was kept to help quality because sometimes the vector was better. 

This search did not cost much computation ,but assisted on psnr curves.  

3.4 Machine learning techniques 

A critical issue with machine learning is the ability to give the algorithm proper 

data to train. This was assisted by developing a software package to call and train many 

weka j4.8 trees. Then it outputs the results of these trees in a readable and sortable form 

for spreadsheet readers. The results then can be sorted and proper tree could be picked for 

implementation. Another issue which was solved was which variables effected the 

machine learning. To try each combination variables, the different trees produced is equal 

to 2^(number of variables). For our example, the tree had six different sets of variables so 

each tree ran sixty-four different times. The simulation process also depended on the 
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number of sequences used and the number of different bitrates. The test data which was 

used was 100 frames of six different sequences. This gave a real world expectation on the 

results. The trees were tested against these various data so the best overall tree was 

chosen and not one biased towards very active sequence or a dull sequence. After the 

trees were trained, the results were put into an excel file which was sorted for finding the 

trees with the best results.  

The trees are in the form of if-else statements. The actual code which the weka 

outputs is not in the proper form to run in c code so a program was developed to change 

the format. The code then was implemented in the VP6’s macroblock mode decision 

section. The low cost decisions were kept in the VP6’s mode decision process. These 

include Inter 0,0, and Intra. The removal of the Intra check caused to an error with the 

statistic process so it was kept in. Inter 0,0 error was used in the top decision tree and 

some of the trees below. This helped give the data mining much better results on 

predicting skipped macroblocks, and it is needed for Inter 4MV. The Inter MV+ and Inter 

4MV goes thru also the modes: Near , Nearest and Golden 0,0 . The Golden MV+ , 

Golden Near and Golden Nearest are not checked. This is because from our simulations, 

the percentages of use were not significant enough for us to calculate a way to re-use the 

motion or decide how to go about setting a mode for Golden MV+. After placement of 

this mode, the error weights which were set in the code were used to pick the proper 

mode.  
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3.4.1 Trees Structure Style: 

• Top Only- This tree only had a top tree which all macroblocks went into and had 

an option between Skipped and Not Skipped. This was the simplest of the tree 

structures.  

• H.263 Mode Decision Trees (One Level all decisions)- This setup of trees is a 

set of four different trees for each tree was trained and tested on one h.263 mode. 

Each tree had to make a decision from three modes: Skipped, Inter MV+  and 

Inter 4MV.  

• H.263 Mode Decision Trees (Only Top)- Like the tree above but only does the 

skip and not skipped decision. 

• H.263 Mode Decision Trees(Two Level)- This is a set of 8 different trees which 

all make binary decisions. The top level decided skipped or not skipped. The 

Second Level is responsible for making the Inter MV+ and Inter 4MV. The 

second tree is trained with only macroblocks mapped to Inter MV+, Near, 

Nearest, and Inter 4MV. 

• Flawed Top- This set uses 5 different trees. A top tree which decides between 

skipped and not skipped. Then a second level of trees which are the h.263 mode 

decision tree with all decisions.  

• Perfect Top- This set also uses 5 different trees. Like the flaw a top tree and four 

second level trees.  This is trained as if the top tree makes perfect decisions and 

will predict correctly each time. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

 This report discusses improvements done based off techniques which were 

developed and implemented in the lab. The machine learning was optimized for this 

conversion. The structure of the tree was changed to receive improved results. These 

strategies can be used for future work on transcoders. This received nearly a 1.9 speed up 

with not much loss in PSNR and gain in bitrate. Ideally, more research can go into 

developing an automatic way of developing these structures. Currently the trees have to 

manually be converted to C code and then pasted into their structures. Also, more has to 

be done to account for different types of scenes. Overall, the training process from the 

trees has been made more automated from the work done by Gerado Ferandez and this 

process can be done even more automated. [3] 

Table 5  Coast Guard H.263 to VP6 Results 

 

CoastGuard Encoded 512k H.263 

 

 
Complexity 

Reduction 

Speed 

Up 

Max 

PSNR 

Avg 

PSNR 

Diff 

Max 

Bitrate 

Increase 

Avg Bitrate 

Increase 

Dynamic 

window 
23.5% 1.30 0.39 0.09 0.23% -0.05% 

H.263 

separated one 

level 

37.2% 1.59 0.44 0.09 1.94% 0.28% 

H.263 two 

level 
47.7% 1.91 0.60 0.13 4.63% 2.80% 

H.263 one 

level all 

decisions 

48.5% 1.94 0.60 0.10 3.97% 2.09% 

Perfect top 36.9% 1.58 0.31 0.05 4.59% 2.70% 

Flawed top 39.0% 1.64 0.53 0.10 4.73% 2.74% 

 

Table 6 Football H.263 to VP6 Results 

 

Football Encoded 512k H.263 

 

 Complexity 

Reduction 

Speed 

Up 

Max 

PSNR 

Avg 

PSNR 

Diff 

Max Bitrate 

Increase 

Avg Bitrate 

Increase 

Dynamic window 30.4% 1.43 0.21 0.02 3.82% 2.79% 

H.263 separated 39.5% 1.65 0.27 -0.07 2.65% 1.06% 
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one level 

H.263 two level 49.8% 1.99 0.35 0.002 -0.62% -1.24% 

H.263 one level 

all decisions 

50.9% 2.03 0.52 0.12 7.85% 6.15% 

Perfect top 41.5% 1.70 0.27 -0.16 0.18% -1.04% 

Flawed top 44.2% 1.79 0.003 -0.12 -0.28% -1.75% 

 

 

Figure 10 Time Results for H.263 to VP6 transcoder for Coastguard 

 

Figure 11 Time Results for H.263 to VP6 transcoder for Football 
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Figure 12 PSNR curve for Coastguard 

 

Figure 13 PSNR curves for H.263 to VP6 For Football 

 

There are several things which could improve the performance of this transcoder. 

One of the top things for improvement is a selective tree process. On a detecting a scene 

change, the transcoder could also select the proper tree to use.  The selective trees would 
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greatly improve the accuracy of the transcoder and help speed the transcoder on 

sequences with not much motion. Another improvement would be generating much more 

trees and try to factor bitrates into these trees. Currently the transcoder decision is for all 

bitrates and should be optimized somewhat for bitrates differences. 

3.6 Future Work. 

 There are many improvements which can be made to this transcoder. This reports 

shows a basic transcoder which works decently on all sequences. The major improvement 

will deal with classifying the sequences or scene during scene changes. This is because 

the distrubition of macroblock modes is drasticly different between slow moving and fast 

moving sequences. This causes many misclassification between these sequences. 

Currently the transcoder is made to be unbiased, because of the test data for the training 

was many different sequences and movements. The multiple tree structure needs to be 

tested and will be for the next transcoder when developed. Thru this work, machine 

learning has been more realistic in implemenation in a real world senario; even though, 

some more work would have to go into adjusting for bitrate differences and display 

resolution transcoding. 
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CHAPTER 4. MPEG2 TO H.264 TRANSCODING 

4.1. Introduction      

The demand for MPEG-2 to H.264 video transcoding has been clearly 

demonstrated and this is an active area of research. This paper presents transcoding using 

a highly optimized and production quality H.264 encoder and MPEG-2 decoder. Most 

papers that discuss this topic have been using the un-optimized reference 

implementations: JM implementation of H.264 encoder and MPEG simulation group’s 

implementation of MPEG-2 decoder[3]. For example, the actual complexity and time 

performance of the JM 14.0 is roughly 4 times slower than the Intel IPP implementation 

using only one core. The performance gains reported thus may not reflect the gains in real 

world products.  The developers of x264 demonstrated that the performance of their 

H.264 implementation is faster and has quality very close to that of the JM 

implementation[1]. After this being said, this paper uses Intel’s IPP implementation of 

H.264 because the MSU’s H.264 codec comparisons show that Intel’s performance is 

close to the x264 implementation[6]. Even though an open-source project (handbrake) for 

MPEG-2 to H.264 was analyzed for a set of standards, the current plan is to make a more 

universal transcoder as Intel IPP supports multiple video formats in the baseline 

transcoder. A universal transcoder will give the opportunity to more researchers to re-use 
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the structures for passing transcoder information for their own implementation in other 

standards. 

The algorithm used for this transcoder is based on machine learning similar to the 

transcoders reported in [3]. This implementation was done on the JM H.264 encoder and 

was the first generation of machine learning algorithms used for mode decisions for 

transcoding. Many new training techniques and variables for the machine learning will be 

presented in this paper. The variables and techniques presented in this paper are a novelty 

over the past Mpeg-2 to H.264 papers.  The techniques are compared in training 

complexity, quality, and speed. The variables have been changed to all integer values and 

all floats have been removed. Validation of using the J4.8 machine learning algorithm 

(C4.5 variant) is much more apparent. Most of the other machine learning algorithms 

have too much complexity for implementation in an efficient encoder; for example, 

neural networks or genetic algorithms. 

4.2. Machine Learning based Transcoding 

 This section provides a brief overview of several of the machine learning 

algorithm used. In [3], the variables used were all based on the luma residue from the 

input Mpeg-2 video. The means and variances of the 16 4x4 blocks, the mean of the 

entire 16x16 block, and the coded block pattern were given to the J4.8 algorithm to 

generate decision trees (an if-else tree for implementation). A total of 37 different 

variables were used to generate the tree. The training was only done on one frame of the 

sequence called Flower Garden (CIF). In this paper we use 131 relevant attributes to 

improve the mode decision process. Larger training sets were also used to improve the 

performance. Table 4 has these variables listed and described. The additional variables 
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used include DCT coefficients and neighboring MB information. The training was much 

more strenuous; the training set had three different video sizes: CIF, 4CIF, and 420p; the 

test data for  finding the best tree was the full sequence of 10 different clips; the two 

frame types (P,B) were split into two different training and testing datasets. The three 

main techniques implemented were: One Frame Trained [3], Mode Separation [5], and 

on-line multi-tree boosting. 

4.3 Machine Learning Techniques 

Machine Learning has been a growing field. The purpose is using large data 

collections to predict the outcome of a certain dataset. From any type of technical field, 

many different techniques have been discovered and implemented. The machine learning 

or data minning algorithm tries to have the highest correct guesses. For video encoding, 

we try to find an algorithm that has a low complexity while still having a decent precision 

on prediction. This can be a hard issue. With video encoders, the most time of the process 

is mode decisions. The newer standards like H.264 have much more complexity in the 

mode decision implementation because many more modes are available compared to 

MPEG-2. The machine learning algorithm cannot take much longer than the actual mode 

decision.  The technique which has been used for video transcoding and encoding is J4.8 

which is an implementation of C4.5.  

4.3.1 Classifier  C4.5 (J48) 

J4.8 is an algorithm that implements in WEKA an improved version of the C4.5 

decision tree learner named C4.5 Revision 8 (Rel. 8). Decision tree learners are 

algorithms which uses a tree structure to describe and implement the learning algorithm. 

These trees are made as if-else statements which try to separate the data into the ability to 
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effectively classify the data sets. These if-else statements are then easily implemented 

and efficiently classify the modes.  The J4.8 has been written about and used for many 

different machine learning and data mining applications. This made this method the most 

practical of the machine learning methods which were researched and described.  

4.3.2 Mode Separated 

This method separated all the possible MPEG-2 modes for training which is based 

on the hypothesis that the H.264 mode decisions for each of the MPEG -2 modes are 

different and vary with the MPEG-2 MB mode. This approach will causes the trees to be 

more biased towards skipped MBs for skipped MPEG-2 blocks, and inter type blocks for 

inter blocks in MPEG-2. MPEG-2 has five modes for P frames and nine modes for B 

frames. A total of fourteen trees were trained using the first 2000 MBs of a sequence, this 

was done for 10 sequences of various sizes, and to decide on the trained tree, the trees 

were tested against all dataset of ten full sequences.  

4.3.3 On-line Multi-Tree Boosting  

This last method uses five different trees which were trained using various 

amounts of MBs from the ten sequences, then  tested against the sequences separately, 

and the top 5 trees from each frame type were chosen. Boosting is a machine learning 

algorithm which uses several different weak machine learning algorithms or datasets to 

produce a stronger one. This is a variation which is based on game theory [4]. The first P 

and B frame are encoded without using machine learning for the mode decision, then the 

same frame is run through the five different trees and if the tree has a correct response, a 

vote is added. The next frame’s MBs will use these five trees and the one with the most 

votes will be used to determine the H.264 MB mode.   
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Different variations of these methods were evaluated  and will be shown in results 

section. These methods are the basis of the machine learning techniques used. Table 7 

shows the use of which variables and how many times which it was used.   

Table 7 Use of Variables in the trees 

 

 

Variable Name 

 

Description 

 

One 

Frame 

 

Mode 

Separated 

 

Online 

Boosting 

 

AC and DC 8x8 mean 

(8 Variables) 

The total DC and AC 

coeficents of each 8x8 

Luma in the 16x16 MB 

4 0 8 

AC combinations (4 

variables) 

Combinations of AC 

8x8 

6 0 10 

Means (25 Variables.) Mean of the Residues 

in different sizes 

10 54 46 

ABS Means (25 

Variables 

 

Mean of the Absolute 

Value Residues in 

different sizes 

0 0 36 

Variance (9 variables) Variance of the Means 

of the Residues 

2 30 10 

Abs Variance (9 

Variables) 

Variance of the 

Absolute Value Means 

of the Residues 

0 0 6 

MV (9 Variables) Distance of Motion 

Vectors of Surronding 

MBs 

24 56 42 

TotalMVx Total Distance of MVs 

on X axis 

2 6 6 

TotalMVy Total Distance of MVs 

on Y axis 

0 12 0 

TotalMVpow Total Square Distance 0 22 0 

TotalMV Total Distance 0 0 0 

AC Rows (4 Variables) Total AC in the Top 

row of a 8x8 

0 0 0 

AC Columns (4 

Variables 

 

Total AC in the First 

Column of a 8x8 

0 0 2 

Coded Block Bools (4 

Variables 

 

Which blocks are 

coded 

0 0 4 

CB total Total Blocks Coded 0 0 0 

Mean 8x8 of Neighbors 

(12 Variables 

Mean of the Residues 

of the Surrounding 8x8 

blocks of the 16x16 

0 0 10 

Variance Corners Variance of the Corner 

MBs (16x16) 

0 0 10 

Corner Means Mean of the 16x16 

which overlaps the 

Corners 

0 0 8 
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TotalVarianceNeighbor Variance of the 

Neighboring 8x8s 

0 0 2 

Mean32x32 Mean of 32x32 which 

contains the 16 

0 0 0 

MBHasEdges Intel Function which 

detects edges on a 

given threshold 

0 0 0 

Frametype Mpeg-2 Frame Type 0 0 0 

Mpeg2mode Mpeg-2 Mode 0 13 

(seperated 

trees) 

6 

4.3.4 Training Process 

The methods for training the trees for this transcoder were much more drastic than 

previous methods used for transcoding. Over five hundred thousand trees have been 

trained for the MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoder, some were worthless and others were 

implemented. The process involved was to separate the variables by to see if they were 

used and needed. In “Data Mining: practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques”, 

the authors discussed how the J4.8 tree with all variables will not always be the best tree, 

but within five percentage of error within the best tree. A brute-force technique was 

implemented to separate the variables by groups this solution was 2^(n groups) so nine 

groups were chosen for H.263 to VP6 and eleven for MPEG-2 to H.264.  

4.4. Results  

The results were obtained from an Intel Core 2 duo CPU 1.6 Ghz with 2 GB of 

RAM. The transcoder was run as a single core and compiled as a 32 bit application. The 

H.264 motion search was set to log search mode with a range of 8 pixels; only one 

reference frame was used for our experiments. In order to demonstrate flexibility of the 

machine learning can be generalized to other sequences than the ones trained on, the  

sequences used are all 4CIF and none of the trees used are in the sequence.  
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The results showed a significant speed-up of the transcoding process by using machine 

learning. This demonstrates time gains which can be performed by re-use of decoder 

data. The encoder speed-up of these sequences demonstrates the practicality of machine 

learning based solutions in production quality transcoders. Figure 1 shows the PSNR 

curve for the sequence City. Table 7 shows the PSNR loss and complexity reduction for 

several sequences.  

 

 

Figure 14 MPEG-2 to H.264 Transcoder Results (Crew and City) 
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Table 8 Results for Mode Seperated 

 

Avg. 

Complexity 

Gain 

Avg PSNR 

loss 
AVG Bitrate Gain 

city.m2v 1.704 0.112 0.052% 

crew.m2v 1.948 0.205 0.028% 

harbour.m2v 1.015 0.081 0.083% 

hayersroc.m2v 1.247 0.186 0.211% 

hook.m2v 1.119 0.184 0.163% 

ice.m2v 1.640 0.365 0.147% 

martin.m2v 1.696 0.293 0.093% 

soccer.m2v 1.390 0.423 0.102% 

 

Table 9 Results for Online Boosting 

 

Avg. 

Complexity 

Gain 

Avg PSNR 

loss 
AVG Bitrate Gain 

city.m2v 2.079 0.021 0.084% 

crew.m2v 1.929 0.416 0.039% 

harbour.m2v 1.888 0.170 0.051% 

hayersroc.m2v 1.915 0.303 0.220% 

hook.m2v 2.015 0.390 0.178% 

ice.m2v 2.062 0.436 0.168% 

martin.m2v 2.123 0.413 0.046% 

soccer.m2v 2.062 0.447 0.063% 

 

Table 10 Results for One Frame Trained Tree 

  

Avg. 

Complexity 

Gain 

Avg PSNR 

loss 
AVG Bitrate Gain 

city.m2v 2.079 0.021 0.084% 

crew.m2v 1.929 0.416 0.039% 

harbour.m2v 1.888 0.170 0.051% 

hayersroc.m2v 1.915 0.303 0.220% 

hook.m2v 2.015 0.390 0.178% 

ice.m2v 2.062 0.436 0.168% 

martin.m2v 2.123 0.413 0.046% 

soccer.m2v 2.062 0.447 0.063% 
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4.5. Comparasion of transcoder 

For Comparison, the J4.8 tree from a previous implementation of the MPEG-2 to 

H.264 transcoder[3]. This demonstrates that using a low complexity encoder will still 

benefit from the machine learning work, but it also demonstrates that the extra effort in 

constructing the trees did not give a large benefit. It performs roughly the same 

complexity loss ,but our technique had a slightly better PSNR. 

Comparing video compression standards and techniques has increasing become 

much more complex and increasing more difficult with the new standards. Also the 

comparison can be easily biased towards one form of video sequences. For example, a 

video of a Japanese cartoon will behave differently than a fast moving car chase scene in 

a movie. The implementation which uses the more reference frames will do dramatically 

better on the Japanese cartoon ,but not nearly a big improvement in the car chase. Next 

common problem with video is the quality measure used to compare the compression 

quality of a standard. PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio) is one of the most common picture 

and video quality metric, and this is because it can be calculated quickly and efficiently. 

Some techniques used in filtering videos to have a better visual quality while having an 

effect on the PSNR be lower; for example, x264 psy RDO. This is the reason that 

comparing transcoders has been avoided. Comparing JM to Intel is like comparing an old 

postal truck to a racecar. The old postal truck is much more reliable, accurate, and 

interchangeable, while the racecar is much more complex, and many experimental parts 

which have not been fully tested over time. It is native to think a comparison of two 

implementations will be easily comparable.  
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4.6. Conlcusion 

The results for the mode separation trees were surprising. These trees worked the 

best for our previous work. One major difference on this trees compared to the other 

work was the change from B-frame to P-frame. This could cause a difference in the 

encoding process, because the frame which is being encoded does not reference off any 

frames which the actual frame is referencing. This can cause the mode decision to be 

different especially in faster moving sequences where B-Frames are much more efficient. 

The H.264 encoded with additional reference frames could fix this issue ,and will be a 

recommendation for future work. Training with multiple reference frames was not done 

because it would add more unknowns to our solution. Video encoding has many 

dependences and when testing a theory less dependences the better for implementation 

purposes. This can cause issues with the data becoming too over fitting for a given set of 

sequences. Another test would be to transcoded without this GOP change. This would 

show if that is actually the correct issue. An easy step for speeding up this transcoder 

would be eliminating the calculation of variables which are not used for a given tree.  

This would be a quick implementation, but was not done because testing other methods 

was still being done. From table 7, you can tell that not all variables are used for all the 

trees. Taking out the variables not needed will give an increase in the speed of these trees. 

Also online boosting could be improved by taking out trees which are under a certain 

threshold of accuracy. This was not done because checks would have to be in place to tell 

what the threshold should be, and extra testing on this implementation would have to be 

done.  

The one-frame trained tree also had surprisingly good results. It performed better than 

any of the other set of trees. This was the most simple. The main reason for this 
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performance was that the implementation of the modes was done so even if an incorrect 

mode was chosen. The encoder will check the simple modes which were skip and intra 

16x16. These checks are done quickly. These checks can save the encoder from making a 

major encoding error.  Even if the mode was chosen at random, the quality will not be too 

much off from the transcoder. This is due to the fact of bitrate control and the safety 

checks of the skip and intra 16x16 modes.  These safety checks keep the macroblock 

being drastically mislabeled.  

Also it is shown that sometimes the more simple tree can have the best results. This was 

the tree which was formed by only one frame of each type in the flowergarden.yuv 

sequence. The results from this method were surprisingly better than our mode separated 

trees. The complexity of constructing this tree was much easier than the mode separated 

ones. The mode separated was a total of fourteen different trees while the one frame of 

flower was two trees.   

Also the training process for the mode separated was a method which separated the 

modes and tested those trees against all the sequences. The best tree was then picked out 

by which one performed the best by accuracy against the other nine sequences. This 

method would theoretically pick the best tree, but accuracy was chosen by which one 

decided the correct mode not which picked the most correct mode. A weighted accuracy 

would be efficient but much more difficult for one to develop. This weighted accuracy 

would have to be made to reflect the encoder with a weight on time and quality lost on 

the encoding process. The weight would then have to be made so it would be not biased 

towards either metrics. The time and quality metrics are always a concern in video 

encoding, because with unlimited time one can have the best quality while unlimited time 
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is never available. This tradeoff can cause another dependence which is avoided by using 

simple bit-rate control or fixed quality metric. This research presents algorithms for low 

complexity transcoding implemented in optimized and production quality codecs. We 

show that machine learning based algorithms reduce the complexity significantly. New 

machine learning approaches were developed to improve the transcoder performance. 

While the complexity reduction is 10% lower than similar algorithms implemented using 

reference software, our approach shows that machine learning based transcoding reduces 

the complexity by over 50% even when using optimized, production quality codecs. Our 

new machine learning methods also reduce the PSNR loss compared to previous 

methods. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 Future Work on Video Transcoding 

The video transcoding is a difficult problem. With the advances in video 

compression, the variables which are added by various features of the newer 

compressions can cause an accurate transcoder to take more considerations. For example, 

in the H.264 standard, the intra mode decision has many more options than MPEG-2’s. 

This fact causes H.264 to have many more intra blocks with different block sizes.  Also 

bitrate control with the transcoder, will have to be looked at. Current transcoder which 

are made for research purposes use fix QP for testing purposes. This is neither a realistic 

solution nor a practical one for real-world implementation. Implementation of adaptive 

transcoding methods which follow bit-rate control would add complexity. Currently the 

transcoding with fixed QP is able to demonstrate the performance of a given transcoder 

quite well. Just when encoding a series of videos, the bitrate between the videos will be 

different while the quality or PSNR will be roughly the same.  

5.2 Lessons Learned 

 The most simple method sometimes works better than a more complex and time 

consuming method. This is proven in the MPEG-2 to H.264 transcoder. This transcoder 

had several methods which were developed by me. These methods used much more data 

and work than previous methods which were proposed by earlier researchers. The method 

which worked constantly better than the rest was the one trained by a small dataset and 
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once. This demonstrates that simplistic sometimes out performs complexity. The question 

of complexity and machine learning can be a double edged sword. The total accuracy of a 

given machine learning system applied to video encoding is more than just finding the 

total of correct divided by total of samples. The biggest problem is that the video encoder 

itself does not always make the correct decision. The decision from the video encoder can 

be biased in several ways and this again gets to the complexity of newer video standards. 

These standards have several different ways to calculate the error of a given macroblock. 

For intra decisions, many H.264 encoders have an option which compresses each option 

to have an accurate error count. This again cannot be a perfect decision because the actual 

compression depends on previous compressed bits in arithmetic coding. With this all 

said, perfect mode selection for a given sequence would be a great deal of complexity, 

and is a np complete problem which could be an interesting  doctoral dissertation for a 

proof. This proof would be quite easy, and all which is shown that current methods of 

detecting the perfect compression would be dependent on previous data which has been 

compressed.  

5.3 Papers Published 

1. Hari Kalva, and Christopher Holder, “Multi-view Video Navigation Using 

Motion Sensing Remote Controllers” International Conference on Consumer 

Electronics (ICCE) 2008, January 9-13, 2008, Las Vegas, NV. 

2. Christopher Holder and Hari Kalva, “H.263 to VP6 Video Transcoder” Visual 

Communications and Image Processing (VCIP) 2008, January 27–31,  2008 , San 

Jose, CA. 
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3. Jose Luis Martinez, Chris Holder, Hari Kalva, Pedro Cuenca, Francisco Jose 

Quiles, “A First Approach to Suppress the Feedback Channel in DVC using 

Machine Learning” International conference on International Conference on 

Multimedia & Expo (ICME) 2008 June 23-26 2008 , Hanover, Germany  

4. Gerardo Fernandez Escribani, Christopher Holder, Jose Luis Martinez Martinez, 

Rashid Jillani, Hari Kalva, Pedro Cuenca, “ Video Encoding and Transcoding 

using Machine Learning” MDM/KDD workshop at ACM SIGKDD 2008, August 

24,2008, Las Vegas, NV. 

5. Chris Holder, Tao Pin, Hari Kalva. “Improved Machine Learning Techinques for 

Low Complexity Mpeg-2 to H.264 Transcoding using Optimized Codecs.” 

International Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE) 2009 January 12-

14,2009 (submitted) 
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